


FREE TOP SECRET REPORT 
My Top 5 Dirty Fat Loss Secrets That I Reserve 

For Special Clients Who Need to Melt Fat Off Extremely Fast! 

Hey Guys, 

How’s It Going? I hope this email finds you well and ready for the week 
ahead! I spent the last 5 days traveling and I don’t know about you.. but 
when I travel I turn into another person. 

I mean, I try to eat healthy/clean, but when you’ve got room service at the 
push of a button and a new restaurant at every corner it’s really really 
hard! So..I feel you! 

I do try to maintain a pretty consistent cardio and workout routine but for 

some reason this time I just wanted to take a little break and rest… (I only 
worked out one time!). Do I feel guilty? Not at all, in fact sometimes your 



body truly needs a break and it seems like after that break I’m mentally and 

physically ready to go again. 

 

But..I’m the kind of person who wants to get the most bang for my buck 

so when I jump back into my routine I want to maximize my fat loss and 

speed up the process. I want to burn fat at double the rate and get back 

to a leaner, more energetic me..FAST! 

So what do you do?…Eat less, workout more…right? Simple! Doesn’t 

take a rocket scientist to figure out how to strip fat off quickly, but like you.. 

I want to take the path of least resistance. 

 

I want to know “The Secrets” That Will Help Me Burn Fat 5x’s Faster 
and Get Back to My Old Self Quickly! 

 
It’s at this time that I reach into my bag of “Dirty Fat Loss Secrets” and 

pull some of my tried and true fat eliminators. You know..these are the tricks 

that I reserve for those “Special People” and “URGENT” situations where 



I need to get in shape quick.. I’m talking “The Burn Pounds of Fat Fast”… 

secrets! 

 

 

And.. because I appreciate you and your loyalty to Pureline I’m going to 

let the cat out of the bag. Here are my Top 5 Dirty Fat Loss Secrets. 
 

Put Them to Use and Watch Your Body Change Faster  

Than Ever Before! 

 

1. Do fasted “HI/LO” cardio for 20-25 minutes every morning after taking 

 mg of ALA and ALC. This is a tried and true fat loss formula that will 

strip fat off your waist, hips and thighs fast! I usually use a stepmill or a 

treadmill, but you can pretty much use any piece of cardio you’d like.



The key is to do it daily and without giving yourself too much time to think 

about it. I have a treadmill at home so that makes it easy. I just get out of 

bed, pop 2 ALA/ALC with a little bit of water and a good thermogenic like 

XP2G aftershock..(i only use 1 capsule) and then hop on the treadmill. 

Now the key to “HI/LO” cardio is to do about 2 minutes at low to moderate 

pace and then one minute at a high intensity pace.. I usually walk at an 

incline for about 2 minutes and then jog at a low pace for 1 minute. Then I 

repeat the cycle until I have completed 20-25 minutes. This should 

be pretty intense, and because you’re doing it for just 20-25 minutes, 

you wont lose any hard earned muscle.. Just body-fat. 

 

Now depending on how much fat you want to lose you can do this daily or 

you can do it every other day. I sometimes will do “HI/LO” cardio 3 x per 

week and the 3 -4 other days of the week I’ll do a moderate low intensity 

cardio like brisk walking on the treadmill or 30 minutes on the recumbent 

bike. As with anything the key to cardio is consistency. You have to do 

it at least 5-6 days per week. 

 

 



2. Drink 3 Shakes and 2 small meals daily. Optimizing your body’s caloric 

furnace is a key component to burning fat, maintaining or building lean 

muscle and creating the body you desire. When it comes to fat loss, eating 

small frequent meals has been a time-proven method to increasing 

metabolism and shedding fat off quickly. 

But, the key to this is preparation. Prepare and plan your meals the 

night before and have everything ready, stored, and accessible so you 

can just grab your shake or meal and go. 

 

After years of being involved in the world of body transformation and 
weight loss I can assure you this is the number one reason people 
fail. They simply don’t plan ahead. It’s as simple as having a few meals 

with chicken, rice and vegetables in plastic ready to eat glad- ware and 

keeping them in a personal lunch cooler. 

For shakes I recommend picking up a shaker bottle at Pureline Nutrition 

and having a few scoops of Wfactor Proplete (My Complete Meal-
Replacement Formula) ready to go in the bottle. 

 

 

https://www.thepureline.com/product/wfactor-proplete-3lbs/


When it’s time for a meal simply add cold water shake and enjoy. I also 
recommend having your shake or meal every 2.5 - 3 hours. So for 

example your day could look like this. 

 
7:30am - Fasted “HI/LO” Cardio 

8:30am - Meal Replacement Shake 

11:30am - Meal 

2:30pm - Meal Replacement Shake 

5:30pm - Meal 

6:00pm - Workout With Weights 

8:30pm - Meal or Meal Replacement Shake 

11:30pm - Meal or Meal Replacement Shake  * (optional meal if still hungry) 

3. Utilize Thyoretics to help increase fat loss. One of the most overlooked 

ways to burn fat fast is through the use of what I refer to as “Thyoretics.” 

These unique substances are super super effective at digging in and tearing 

down stored body-fat. 
 

Essentially Thyoretics are the “Dirty Little Secrets” of top fitness, 
bikini and figure models all over the world. Models usually use 

pharmaceutical forms of these substances which are actual thyroid 

hormones that “Radically Increase” the amount of calories the thyroid 

gland burns. However, using pharmaceutical drugs like this can backfire 

and cause thyroid fatigue. 

The “Trick” is to use a more natural Thyoretic such as T3 or 
Thyrotropin 

 



This natural substance works in pretty much the same way that most 

pharmaceutical thyroid hormones do but without the side effects that 

accompany the actual drug. This is because we used a naturally derived 

thyroid enhancer in Pureline’s T3 Formula and it does not suppress or 

damage the thyroid gland when used correctly. In fact, the key ingredient 
in Thyrotropin (T3) has actually been proven to help promote the 
health of the thyroid gland. The nice thing about Thyrotropin is the fact 

that it is completely “STIM FREE.” 

This means it doesn’t have caffeine or anything that gets you “Amped” up. 

Most fat burners work by increasing calorie expenditure via a nice surge of 

caffeine. This causes up and down sensations in moods and energy 

levels. Thyrotropin does not have this effect and works naturally without 

side effects. 1 capsule of Thyrotropin 2 x per day will strip fat fast off 
fast. 

 

 

 

https://www.thepureline.com/product/thyrotropin-t3/


4. Train with weights at least 4-5x per week. This is directed mainly at 

females who may still believe that lifting weights will make them look bulky 

and thick. This “Myth” has been debunked time and time again, and we now 

know that not only will lightning weights make women appear more fit, 

leaner and sexy but also burn more fat than cardio alone. 

This is strikingly apparent in those women who go to the gym and just 

do cardio vs. those women who actually lift weights 3-4 x per week. 

When doing cardio only, you are burning calories only during that 

specific 20-30 minute time period. This means you’re burning a 

“Fixed” amount of calories period… lets say 400-500 calories in a 30 

minute spin class. 

Now, lets say you went to the gym and lifted weights for 30-45 minutes. 

Not only have you burned an equal amount of calories as you did in the 

Spin class but you are also creating an “Extended Fat Burning Zone” 
that will last for up to 24 hours after your weight workout. Why? Because 

your body will now have to heal and repair the tissue that was trained 

during the weight workout. This takes what? You guessed it.. Calories! 

So your body will continue to burn calories and FAT long after the 
weight workout has been completed. Now for the absolute best and 

most effective fat loss system, you should do 4-5 weight training sessions 

in the evening along with your “HI/LO” cardio sessions in the morning. 

 

Do that for 3 weeks and you’ll easily lose 8-12lbs of pure body-fat! 
100% Guaranteed! 



 

 
 
5.Eliminate “Hidden Dangers” from your pantry, or line of sight! Hidden 

dangers are what I call the stuff that shouldn’t be in our cabinet but probably 

is. This includes high calorie/high sugar junk, i.e. cookies, processed 

carbohydrates, cereals, snack bars, chips, ice cream etc.. 

 
You get the picture. Ok.. so I’ve got good news and bad news. The bad 

news is that you  really can’t have any of these “Hidden Dangers” as they 

will quickly make your “Fat Loss Efforts” null and void. 

So stay away at all costs and keep them far away from your kitchen and 

house for that matter. 

 

Now here’s the good news. You can still enjoy your snacks and not 
feel like you’re missing out with some amazing alternatives. Lets talk 

cookies.. I’m a nut for cookies. If they’re in my house then chances are 



they’re going in my belly period.. no questions asked. So, I try not to bring 

them in but instead rely on a different option. The Protein Cookie by 

theproteincookiecompany.com (if you live in Texas you can buy these 

at any major HEB store. 

 

 
 
I can pretty much assure you this is the closest you’ll get to eating a cookie 

without the sugar, carbs or flab that comes with the real thing. I usually 

keep a few of these in the refrigerator and have them as a late night 

snack.. They completely satisfy my sweet cravings and keep me on track 

for my cardio in the morning. You could say they pretty much help me 
avert disaster! 
 

Now.. if I’m really really feeling crazy, or want to celebrate something, then 

I pull out the big guns! My big secret is to always keep a couple of pints of  

 

http://theproteincookie.com


Halo-Top Ice Cream in the freezer for those occasions when I’m 

completely going nuts for a sugar fix. 

 

If you haven’t bought Halo-Top ice cream then I highly recommend it. 

Most grocery stores carry it in multiple flavors. Try the Birthday cake and 

The Oatmeal Cookie they’re absolutely insanely delicious. 

 

 
 
And here’s the best part, you can enjoy ice cream without the sugar, 
fat, carbohydrates and guilt that you would get from a pint of Ben and 
Jerry’s. Trust me you’ll be happy you tried it. 

So there you have it, my “Top 5 Dirty Fat Loss Secrets,” they’ve proven 

to be effective for me and many of my close friends and clients who were 

having trouble getting back into the “Fat Loss Zone.” 

Don’t think about it, just do it. Just get up and do that cardio, plan your 

meals and start the week off right. You’ll be happy you did. As always let 



me know how you liked the message and if you have any questions feel 

free to email us at info@thepureline.com or call us at 
1-800-632-1402. 

 

In Fitness, 

 
 

P.S. 
Remember you can pickup any of the items mentioned in the article at 
www.thepureline.com or at your local Pureline Nutrition Store. 
 
P.P.S. 
If you do order online use the Code - FatLoss5 and get an automatic 10% off

mailto:info@thepureline.comor
http://www.thepureline.com/
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